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planning of the Conference

The Tech.

from Columbia, MIT, NYU, Harvard,

and Rutgers contributed to the

conference. The Tech also included

some esteemed

conferees including

Professor John F. Kennedy.

Azmé Schwartz

Columbia's student gov-

ernment.

The group factor in the panel's

discussion is depicted in a dia-

gram. It shows that the group by

Franklin's own ideas in the

part. The group is composed of

members of the Tech staff.

The group also meets and

plans committee. The Tech staff

not satisfac-

tory agreement but instead

under

understanding.'

mous agreement but mutual under-

and to examine his own ideas in the

success was the readiness of each dele-

ment Columbia's student gov-

can be obtained after admission.

making excuses, as this information

admissions officers any basis for dis-

Negroes.

is desirable to exercise some kind of

havent "found the right box."

expressed fear for those people who just

are of the country can be prevented

cease to exist. "Gentlemen's agree-

nationality. Many fraternities have

an Irresponsible North-South split over

ity members have great pride in being

be able to find "brothers" in all parts

uniform national policy to insure

acceptable in any other chapter. The

group sentiment, however, was that

affiliation to anyone. This would

be to break the oaths of fraternity,

assembling a "federation" of local chap-

The group agreed that the removal

of written clauses was the pressing

reason for change. The general

exist, "gentlemen's agree-

to dis out. Elimination of national

fraternity contain large "old gran-

sional; get rid of the national clause;

average fraternity convention under-

graduates don't have much say. Affairs

are controlled by a national executive

the need for a local T
c

had changed as they were illuminated

Convener Testa of Bowdoin replied, "It's like a

moral}

and accounting for what is done with

were described. Essentially a group

major of opposition to an individual
discrimination causes a person to lose

individuals, par-

a racial, religious, or ethnic group.

the situation depended upon the locale

in the past, but he did not say why.

the Tech.

The Tech Photo--Azné Schwartz

A Delegate addressing a question towards the panel

wants considered as the first place

give a max. a break, but not if it's

Bougie, but the middle groups are

essentially a group

protests. He said that national clauses are

unrestricted upon the choices of local

chapter members, and that local clauses

are unrestricted upon future genera-

Generations. The Tech also indi-

ed the Tech. In each case the

as distinctively important. It is essen-

reliance on the" material" which

the delegates had only one unanimous

The panel discussed ways of elim-

ning discrimination. It was pointed out

that while school authorities are

presumably, students can exist an

idea which has changed his name is

important. It is important for

Professor Deutsch countered that

the last name of the individual is

spelling of their name, and he ex-

the people for those people who Just

was general agreement that

it desirable to exercise some kind of

federation. The conference hoped

educate people on the basis of

as to keep a motion from reach-

was

The problem of what discrimination
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